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The dispersive optical activity for aqueous solutions of non-rigid (R)-glycidyl methyl ether (R-GME)
has been explored synergistically from experimental and theoretical perspectives. Density func-
tional theory analyses performed with the polarizable continuum model for implicit solvation identi-
fied nine low-lying stable conformers that are interconverted by rotation about two large-amplitude
torsional coordinates. The antagonistic chiroptical signatures predicted for these structural iso-
mers were averaged under a Boltzmann-weighting ansatz to estimate the behavior expected for
a thermally equilibrated ensemble. This led to optical rotatory dispersion profiles that reproduced
the overall shape of observations but failed to achieve uniform agreement with measured specific-
rotation values even when anharmonic vibrational corrections were applied. A mixed QM/FQ
paradigm, whereby quantum-mechanical (QM) calculations of optical activity were combined with
classical molecular dynamics simulations of explicit solvation that included mutual-polarization
effects by means of fluctuating charges (FQ), was enlisted to elucidate the microsolvation envi-
ronment and gauge its impact upon conformer distributions and response properties. Although
quantitative accord with experiments remained elusive, this approach revealed strong variations
in the magnitude and sign of rotatory powers for R-GME as the configuration of surrounding water
molecules evolved, thereby highlighting the inherently dynamical nature of the solvated chiropti-
cal response, calling into question the validity of “static” descriptions based on the presumption of
distinct energy minima, and giving insight into the inherent complexity posed by the modeling of
such properties for solvated systems.
1 Introduction
Although the signatures of natural optical activity have been
recognized for over two centuries1 their fruitful application for
the direct determination of absolute stereochemical configura-
tion has been revolutionized only relatively recently by the ad-
vent of reliable quantum-chemical paradigms for predicting such
chiroptical properties from first principles.2 Of particular interest
is the dispersive phenomenon of circular birefringence (CB),3,4
whereby the differential retardation of helicity components expe-
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rienced by an electromagnetic wave as it traverses an isotropic
ensemble of chiral molecules allows for the facile discrimination
of enantiomers through the opposing directions (yet equal an-
gles) of induced polarization rotation. Linear-response calcula-
tions built upon coupled cluster (CC) and density functional the-
ory (DFT) frameworks have proven remarkably successful at re-
producing the intrinsic behavior observed for rigid species un-
der rarefied (vapor-phase) conditions,5,6 often yielding quanti-
tative agreement with experiments when purely electronic con-
tributions dominate the specific optical rotation (SOR), [α]T
λ
(in
deg dm−1(g/mL)−1), measured at a given non-resonant wave-
length (λ) and near-ambient temperature (T ). For more com-
plex systems entrained in chemically relevant condensed phases
(e.g., solutions), the accord between experiment and theory tends
to deteriorate markedly owing to a conspiracy of competing fac-
tors that can alter both the magnitude and the sign optical ro-
tatory dispersion (ORD or wavelength-resolved CB),7 includ-
ing environmental perturbations (solute-solvent and/or solute-
solute coupling), conformational flexibility (large-amplitude nu-
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clear displacements), and vibrational motion (small-amplitude
nuclear dynamics). The incorporation of such effects into a
comprehensive theoretical description of optical activity imparts
formidable challenges and represents an active area of research.
The present work strives to explore the boundaries of current
computational models by analyzing wavelength-resolved rota-
tory powers acquired for dilute aqueous solutions of non-rigid
(R)-glycidyl methyl ether (R-GME), where complications incurred
from each of the aforementioned difficulties are compounded fur-
ther by the formation of strong hydrogen bonds among adjoining
solute and solvent molecules. To be more precise, the focus of
this study is not to achieve the best possible agreement between
theory and experiment, but to explore how the myriad of factors
contributing to the overall ORD of a complex system in aqueous
solution are compounded and to demonstrate that, despite the
notable success achieved by various computational protocols in
the past, substantial challenges remain to be addressed before a
reliable approach can be formulated to correctly capture the es-
sential chemistry and physics governing this surprisingly elusive
property (viz. producing accurate numerical results for the right
reasons).
A recent investigation of R-GME by Lahiri et al. contrasted the
pronounced differences in dispersive optical activity observed un-
der ambient (25◦C) vapor-phase and solution-phase conditions.8
In particular, the latter (solution-phase) studies entailed conven-
tional polarimetric measurements performed in six common or-
ganic solvents at discrete excitation wavelengths spanning the
visible/ultraviolet region while the former (vapor-phase) efforts
exploited the ultra-sensitive techniques of cavity ring-down po-
larimetry (CRDP),4,9–11 to probe rarefied gases at 355 nm and
633 nm. Complementary CC and DFT quantum-chemical analy-
ses of this flexible epoxide identified nine low-lying conformers
(cf. Fig. 3) that possess distinct physicochemical properties and
unique chiroptical signatures. Interconverted by synergistic mo-
tion along two large-amplitude torsional coordinates, these struc-
tural isomers were postulated to undergo differential stabilization
upon interaction with their immediate surroundings, with the re-
sulting reapportionment of relative contributions to the collective
response evoked from a thermally equilibrated ensemble being
implicated for the marked alternations in the magnitude and the
sign of wavelength-resolved rotatory powers found in various en-
vironments. These authors explored the intrinsic behavior of iso-
lated (vapor-phase) R-GME by means of independent conformer-
averaging and restricted (2D) vibrational-averaging procedures,
which gave modestly good agreement with extracted specific-
rotation parameters and provided evidence for sizable effects aris-
ing from small-amplitude nuclear degrees of freedom. A similar
conformer-averaging ansatz based on the polarizable continuum
model (PCM) for implicit solvation12–14 afforded reasonable DFT
predictions for sodium D-line experiments (589.3 nm) performed
in the extremes of solvent polarity represented by cyclohexane
and acetonitrile, but failed to reproduce the overall shapes of
ORD profiles and led to the supposition that more complex phe-
nomena (e.g., chiral imprinting upon solvation shells) may be in-
volved in the case of aromatic media.15
When considering the quantitative simulation of fundamental
molecular properties such as the natural optical activity of a com-
plex system in the condensed phase, many different types of ef-
fects should be taken into account and, to this day, a definitive
computational protocol for accomplishing such analyses does not
exist. The role of the quantum-mechanical model (CC, DFT, or
other) and the accompanying basis set must be evaluated care-
fully alongside more intricate environmental effects arising from
inevitable interactions between the target (solute) and its sur-
roundings (solvent). This difficulty is compounded further by the
fact that dispersive chiroptical response depends strongly on the
details of molecular structure and, therefore, non-rigid species
that readily explore vast regions of conformation space can prove
particularly difficult to model.
As suggested above, the highly structured conformation land-
scapes that mediate the spectral signatures evoked from flexible
chiral substrates are expected to be affected markedly by strong
solute-solvent interactions – a scenario epitomized by the per-
vasive hydrogen-bonding networks that characterize liquid wa-
ter. Consequently, the ensuing work has adopted several dis-
tinct theoretical approaches to model the dispersive chiroptical
properties observed for dilute aqueous solutions of R-GME. Ini-
tial conformer-averaging results have been obtained from a re-
fined implementation of the PCM ansatz16–18 that properly in-
cludes crucial effects arising from local-field corrections, nonequi-
librium solvation, and vibrational motion, the latter being evalu-
ated at anharmonic levels of theory.19 To overcome the funda-
mental limitations inherent to such continuum-dielectric meth-
ods, subsequent computational efforts have exploited a multiscale
explicit/implicit solvation formalism whereby reliable quantum-
mechanical (QM) calculations of natural optical activity are cou-
pled with accurate molecular-mechanical (MM) treatments of en-
vironmental perturbations. These analyses were based on the re-
cently developed mixed quantum-classical QM/FQ scheme,20,21
which accounts for important mutual polarization phenomena in
the classical MM portion (viz., the cybotactic region proximate to
the solute) through use of fluctuating charges (FQ). More specif-
ically, by averaging the QM/FQ rotatory powers predicted inde-
pendently for a series of solute-solvent configurations emerging
from extensive molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, the pro-
nounced influence of conformational and vibrational degrees of
freedom can be incorporated automatically without needing to
rely on otherwise ad hoc assumptions (e.g., individual conform-
ers residing in putatively isolated potential-energy minima). In
all cases, theoretical estimates of wavelength-resolved specific ro-
tation have been compared with their experimental counterparts
to elaborate the microscopic origins of R-GME chiroptical proper-
ties as measured under solvated conditions. The diverse models
deployed during the present investigation have permitted various
aspects of solvation to be examined systematically, including fac-
tors that alter the structural and response properties of flexible
solutes capable of forming hydrogen bonds with the surrounding
solvent. Through careful analysis of the effects that different com-
putational protocols can exert on emerging properties, we high-
light the fact that resorting to crude approximations can lead to
apparent agreement with experiments; however, such observa-
tions may be deceptive and often represent a fortuitous cancella-
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tion of errors that might not be transferable to other systems. As
such, our findings warn against the temptation of applying sim-
ple solutions to a problem that remains, to this day, quite complex
and in need of further exploration.
2 Results and Discussion
2.1 Experimental Measurements
Requisite samples of (R)-glycidyl methyl ether (R-GME) were ob-
tained from a commercial source (Sigma-Aldrich) at 97% stated
purity and used without further treatment. Although the per-
centage enantiomeric excess (%ee) of this material was not listed
by the manufacturer, values of specific optical rotation (SOR)
measured for sodium D-line (589.3 nm) excitation were consis-
tent with the highest magnitudes of this quantity previously pub-
lished.22 As such, observed rotatory powers were not subjected
to post-collection corrections designed to account for chemical
and/or enantiomeric imperfections.
Solution-phase studies of dispersive optical activity were per-
formed in an ambient, room-temperature (∼ 25◦) quartz sample
cell (10.000± 0.005 cm length) through use of a commercial po-
larimeter (Perkin-Elmer 341; ±0.002◦ angular accuracy) operat-
ing at discrete visible and ultraviolet excitation wavelengths fil-
tered from Na I and Hg I atomic-emission lamps. The solvent
employed for the present investigation of aqueous R-GME was
of spectrophotometric grade (Alfa-Aesar), with solute concentra-
tions being kept as low as possible (typically < 10−3 g/mL or
< 10−2 M) so as to maintain superior angular precision while min-
imizing deleterious effects arising from possible solute-solute in-
teractions (e.g., aggregation). The latter processes were quanti-
fied by performing a series of dilution experiments, the details of
which have been relegated to the ESIdagger. Experimental values
of wavelength-resolved rotatory power compiled in Table 1 rep-
resent the results of linear least-squares regressions designed to
extrapolate solution-phase measurements to the limit of infinite
dilution so as to determine the intrinsic (solvated) response of
the chiral solute.23 To further elucidate the provenance of dis-
persive chiroptical signatures, an electronic circular dichroism
(ECD) spectrum of aqueous R-GME was acquired by exploiting a
commercial instrument (Applied Photophysics Chirascan; 0.2 nm
resolution); however, the lowest-lying absorption feature was
found to reside beyond the solvent cut-off wavelength of roughly




The present work endeavors to analyze in depth a wide variety
of factors that collectively contribute to the SOR of R-GME in
aqueous solution, with particular focus on the influence of the
solvation environment and how such effects can be treated quan-
titatively through computational modeling. To start, we utilized a
traditional conformer-averaging ansatz whereby the solvent was
treated as a polarizable continuum by means of the PCM.13,14
Here all stable structural isomers identified for the solute were
considered to be separate and independent entities existing un-









Table 1 Measured Dispersive Optical Activity. Experimental values of
specific optical rotation (SOR), [α]T
λ
, for aqueous R-GME are tabulated
as a function of wavelength (λ ), with parentheses denoting one standard
deviation uncertainties imposed on the final two significant digits. These
results follow from extrapolation of ambient (T = 298K) solution-phase po-
larimetric measurements to the limit of infinite dilution (see the ESIdagger
for details).
der thermally equilibrated (T = 298K) conditions of implicit sol-
vation, with relative Boltzmann populations being determined
from their computed values of free energy, ∆G. Within this frame-
work, chiroptical effects arising from small-amplitude nuclear dis-
placements of R-GME were included through use of vibrational
perturbation-theory extended to the anharmonic level.19 Requi-
site PCM molecular cavities were built from a set of interlocking
spheres centered on the solute atoms and having radii chosen
according to default (UFF model) parameters. DFT calculations
were executed under a locally modified version of the Gaussian16
program suite24 by employing the B3LYP,25,26 CAM-B3LYP,27
M06-2X,28 and mPW1PW9129 hybrid correlation-exchange func-
tionals. The canonical aug-cc-pVDZ basis set, which combines
good predictive reliability with reasonable computational cost,
was exploited for all quantum-chemical analyses.30,31
The absence of atomistic detail (for the solvent) in the
QM/PCM treatment precludes the quantitative modeling of spe-
cific solute-solvent interactions such as those known to arise in
the presence of aqueous hydrogen bonding, and fails to account
for dynamical processes taking place between solvent and solute
molecules, which can cause the latter to explore regions of con-
formational space that might otherwise be considered inaccessi-
ble. To overcome these limitations, we employed a polarizable
QM/MM approach in which each solvent atom is treated clas-
sically, but is endowed with a fluctuating charge (FQ) that re-
sponds dynamically to the solute electrostatic potential.32–35 Req-
uisite fluctuating-charge values were determined through system-
atic parameterization by assigning a hardness and an electroneg-
ativity to each type of atom.36,37 The coupling between the QM
and MM layers introduces explicit solvent-dependent terms into
the quantum-mechanical Hamiltonian which then propagate into
all response properties and result in explicit solvation effects.21
Analogous QM/FQ schemes have been deployed successfully to
evaluate diverse molecular properties and spectroscopic signa-
tures,21,38–47 including those of ORD;20,48 however, the basic FQ
methodology also can be used in MD simulations alone.49 Cal-
culations of properties that involve the charge moments beyond
the electric dipole, including the magnetic dipole and thus ORD,
can suffer from a gauge-origin dependence of the results.50–57
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This problem is addressed by means of Gauge-Including Atomic
Orbitals,50,51 which can also be used in conjunction with the
FQ method.41 The force field governing the classical trajecto-
ries of aqueous R-GME was created through application of the
Joyce program58 by performing a series of reference DFT calcula-
tions at the B3LYP/6-311G(d) level of theory. This work utilized
the Conductor-like PCM (C-PCM)59 to incorporate water interac-
tions implicitly and strove to reproduce key intramolecular fea-
tures, with particular attention directed towards the distributions
of large-amplitude torsional coordinates (vide infra).
2.2.2 Isolated Molecule and Continuum Solvation Approach
The dispersive optical activity of R-GME has been the subject of
a recent experimental and computational study by Lahiri et al.8
In particular, geometry optimization performed under both iso-
lated and solvated conditions at DFT and CC levels of theory
highlighted the crucial roles played by the ∠O1C2C3O2 ≡ θ and
∠C2C3O2C4 ≡ φ dihedral coordinates, which specify the orienta-
tion of the methoxymethyl moiety with respect to the epoxide
ring. As depicted in Fig. 3, these large-amplitude degrees of
freedom were found to mediate interconversion among nine low-
lying stable conformers that were labeled by Roman numerals I
through IX in order of increasing B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ energy pre-
dicted for the gas-phase species.8
Lahiri et al.8 have reported significant differences between
SOR values predicted for R-GME by means of DFT and the Lin-
ear Response Coupled-Cluster Singles and Doubles (LR-CCSD)
scheme, where respective use of gauge-including atomic orbitals
(GIAOs)50,51 and the modified velocity-gauge (MVG) ansatz52
ensured translational invariance. Notwithstanding the significant
effects that can be incurred by the action of the surrounding
medium, a rigorously correct treatment of chiroptical properties
should not prescind the intrinsic (electronic) behavior exhibited
by the unsolvated molecule. Building upon optimized conforma-
tional geometries and relative Boltzmann weights obtained from
DFT calculations (vide infra), Fig. 1 contrasts ORD curves com-
puted for isolated (vapor-phase) R-GME at the B3LYP and LR-
CCSD levels of theory by employing the aug-cc-pVDZ and aug-cc-
pVTZ basis sets. The resulting profiles are quite similar at longer
wavelengths, but deviate significantly for λ < 350 nm. The ori-
gins of natural optical activity can be envisioned through an in-
finite sum-over-states expression where each successive term en-
tails the rotatory strength of an electronically excited manifold di-
vided by a factor that scales in proportion to the detuning of the
incident optical frequency from that of the attendant electronic
transition. As such, the relative ORD contributions made by the
lowest-lying electronic state can be expected to grow rapidly as
the applied wavelength is tuned into resonance. From this per-
spective, the disparity among the curves in Fig. 1 can be consid-
ered to reflect differences in estimated first excitation energies,
which will affect the spectral position of the associated pole in
the response function for the system. This assertion is confirmed
in Fig. 2 where a direct comparison of energies calculated for the
lowest-lying electronic state of each R-GME structural isomer re-
veals LR-CCSD estimates uniformly to be larger than their B3LYP
counterparts by roughly 10% (corresponding to 0.6 eV or 20 nm).
The histograms in Fig. 1 also show only modest differences to ex-
ist between B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ and B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ results,
reinforcing that a correlation-consistent basis of double−ζ qual-
ity affords sufficient computational reliability. Similar analyses
could be performed by incorporating the PCM description of sol-
vation; however, in contrast to the DFT QM/MM treatments that
form the crux of the present study, a comparable implementation
of the LR-CCSD/FQ methodology does not exist. Consequently,
ensuing efforts will concentrate on the putative roles of solvation
and on the various DFT-based theoretical approaches that can be
deployed to elucidate their ramifications for SOR. This will abro-
gate attempts to achieve a full quantitative agreement with exper-
iment, which otherwise would demand the combination of more
expensive electronic-structure methods along with the sophisti-
cated solvation models elaborated below.
Building upon the isolated-molecule picture, the solvation en-
vironment can be introduced systematically though use of the the
PCM ansatz. This leads to the set of nine structural isomers de-
picted in Fig. 3, each of which was tested to represent a minimum
of the Potential Energy Surface (PES) by the absence of imagi-
nary (harmonic) vibrational frequencies. The dihedral angles (θ
and φ) and relative free-energies (∆G) extracted from emerging
B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ/PCM equilibrium geometries are reported in
Table 2 along with their computed Boltzmann population frac-
tions at T = 298K ( f298K). The similarity of these parameters
to those previously reported8 for PCM calculations of R-GME in
acetonitrile underscores the inability of the implicit-solvation ap-
proach to distinguish among highly polar media.
Aside from the relative populations of contributing species, suc-
cessful application of the conformer-averaging ansatz to the dis-
persive optical activity of aqueous R-GME demands that chiropti-
cal signatures be evaluated for each equilibrium configuration of
the solvated molecular framework. The reliability of this treat-
ment was assessed by exploiting a variety of different functionals
and the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set to perform DFT linear-response
calculations of SOR, with Fig. 4 highlighting the sodium D-line
(589.3nm) rotatory powers obtained by implementing four pop-
ular approaches (cf. ESIdagger for other wavelengths and func-
tionals). The depicted specific-rotation parameters are rather
consistent, displaying neither alterations in sign nor significant
changes in magnitude for an individual conformer. The robust-
ness of these results affords confidence that our analyses can be
extended to the polarizable QM/MM paradigm without worrying
that conclusions drawn about solvent-induced effects might be
affected strongly by the nature of the underlying DFT method-
ology. Indeed, given the similarity of SOR predictions obtained
from various functionals, ensuing analyses have focused exclu-
sively on B3LYP calculations. At shorter wavelengths, more dra-
matic disparities among the predictions obtained with different
functionals are inevitable since each places the poles for the at-
tendant response function (viz. resonances) at unique locations.
Such factors can lead to pronounced changes in ORD (both mag-
nitude and sign) as the wavelength decreases, with ensuing analy-
ses addressing these effects by including results from several func-
tionals.
The ORD profiles predicted for aqueous R-GME by QM/PCM
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I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX
θ -82.36 164.47 -90.45 52.44 51.74 172.73 -78.53 161.82 58.46
φ -178.73 176.51 70.40 -178.24 -91.40 -73.19 -78.63 81.24 92.89
∆G 0.0 3.248 4.164 4.046 8.8269 7.1676 4.595 7.110 10.334
%298K 50.90 13.73 9.49 9.95 1.45 2.82 7.98 2.89 0.79
Table 2 R-GME Geometry and Energy Parameters. The large-amplitude dihedral angles (θ & φ in deg), relative free energies (∆G in kJ/mol),
and Boltzmann population percentages (%T at T = 298K) are listed for each low-lying stable conformation of aqueous R-GME as optimized at the
B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ/PCM level of theory.






















Fig. 1 Calculated Optical Activity in Vacuo. B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ,
B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ, and LR-CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ predictions of ORD
profiles are depicted for isolated R-GME. These results follow from
conformer-averaging procedures based on geometries and relative en-
ergies optimized at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory. While DFT
analyses of optical activity utilized the length gauge with origin-invariance
guaranteed by use of GIAOs, their LR-CCSD counterparts employed the
MVG ansatz.




















Fig. 2 Calculated Excitation Energies in Vacuo. B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ,
B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ, and LR-CCSD/aug-cc-pVDZ predictions of the first
vertical excitation energy are shown for each R-GME conformer. These
results stem from ground-state geometries optimized at the B3LYP/aug-
cc-pVDZ level of theory.
Fig. 3 R-GME Conformational Flexibility. The nine stable ground-
state minima predicted for aqueous R-GME by QM/PCM analyses are
illustrated, with each conformation being distinguished by a Roman nu-
meral as well as by approximate values of dihedral angles θ and φ . The
latter coordinates are defined explicitly on the accompanying geometrical
structure, which also establishes the numbering scheme used to identify
heavy atoms. (adapted from Lahiri et al. 8)

























Fig. 4 Conformer-Specific Optical Activity. Values of sodium D-
line (589.3 nm) SOR predicted for each low-lying stable conformation of
aqueous R-GME (as optimized at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ/PCM level of
theory) are depicted for four choices of the density functional used in
DFT/PCM linear-response calculations.
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conformer-averaging methods are compared with experimental
findings in Fig. 5. In each case, the results obtained at discrete
wavelengths (denoted by individual symbols) have been super-
imposed by a continuous curve that stems from a nonlinear least-











where λ0 signifies the putative location of a low-lying excited
state that contributes in proportion to the amplitude factor A and
the final term accounts for the cumulative effects of other elec-
tronic resonances far removed from the excitation wavelength
(λ0  λ). Detailed analyses of the solution-phase experimen-
tal data yield A = 1.20(12)× 107 degdm−1 (g/mL)−1 nm2, B =
−1.92(13)× 107 degdm−1 (g/mL)−1 nm2, and λ0 = 174.7(46)nm
(one standard deviation uncertainties on final significant digits
in parentheses), thereby reinforcing the assertion that the lowest-
lying electronic manifold of aqueous R-GME resides below the
solvent cutoff wavelength of ∼ 185nm. Analogous least-squares
regressions performed on linear-response computations allowed
emerging SOR parameters to be interpolated between and extrap-
olated beyond discrete wavelength values.
When comparing calculations to measurements, one should
keep in mind that the stated goal of the present work is to high-
light the possible effects that various aspects of the computational
protocol can exert on evaluated properties, as opposed to seeking
a unique combination of theoretical methods (perhaps solely ap-
plicable to the R-GME system) that maximizes the level of agree-
ment attained. Nevertheless, a direct juxtaposition of theoretical
and experimental findings does serve as an indispensable guide
for evaluating both the magnitude and the direction of trends
emerging from such benchmarking efforts.
The overall shape of the observed ORD curve for aqueous R-
GME is well reproduced by QM/PCM calculations, although the
calculated SOR rises more rapidly than experiment as the incident
optical frequency increases (cf. Fig. 5). This behavior might re-
flect the inability of our quantum-chemical method to reproduce
the position of the first pole in the DFT response function, which
(when underestimated) can cause the resulting dispersion pro-
file to shift upwards at shorter wavelengths. Such assertions are
supported by Fig. 2, where vapor-phase predictions of excitation
energies by LR-CCSD methods were found to be uniformly larger
than their DFT counterparts. Unfortunately, the intrinsic absorp-
tion cutoff of water hampered efforts to measure the location of
the lowest-lying electronic state for this system, thus precluding
a direct comparison between measured and calculated excitation
energies. One also finds that vibrational corrections seem to en-
hance the accord between theory and experiment; however, this
improvement is not sufficient to predict the correct sign of disper-
sive optical activity at wavelengths. Another source of discrep-
ancy might reside in the relative populations of individual con-
formers. As is evident from Fig. 4, the various structural isomers
of solvated R-GME possess antagonistic chiroptical properties that
can differ in both magnitude and sign. Consequently, even small
inaccuracies in conformational sampling could lead to a rather
large variations in ensemble-averaged properties. Finally, the sol-
vation model itself could be an important source of error, since
the use of a continuum ansatz perforce neglects all effects arising
from the atomistic nature of the solvent, including the hydrogen-
bonding motifs that are expected to play a crucial role in aqueous
media. To address the latter two points, subsequent analyses have
enlisted the more refined polarizable QM/MM approach to cap-
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Fig. 5 Ensemble Averaged Optical Activity. The experimental ORD
profile for aqueous R-GME is compared with conformer-averaging pre-
dictions made at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ/PCM level of theory. In ad-
dition to purely electronic calculations (based on stable minimum-energy
geometries), the results obtained by applying anharmonic vibrational cor-
rections at temperatures of 0 K and 298 K are shown.
2.2.3 Explicit Solvation: Polarizable QM/MM based on FQs
As made clear by the continuum-solvation analyses of the previ-
ous section, the most challenging aspect of simulating the disper-
sive optical activity for aqueous R-GME resides in the concurrent
existence of nine low-lying structural isomers, each of which pos-
sesses vastly different chiroptical properties and fractional popu-
lations that, in turn, are influence strongly by environmental per-
turbations. This problem is exacerbated by the fact that rotation
about the dihedral angles θ and φ (cf. Fig. 3), which gives rise
to the distinct geometries considered by the canonical conformer-
averaging ansatz, is not impeded sufficiently to consider the at-
tendant local minima of the PES as representing truly isolated
entities in solution. Consequently, the entire conformational land-
scape spanned by these large-amplitude nuclear degrees of free-
dom should be sampled to give a more realistic description of the
solvated system – a goal that can be achieved readily though use
of classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations.
To enhance theoretical treatments of coupling between R-GME
and the surrounding solvent, two additional interaction sites
(each designated as a virtual site or VS) have been added to
the molecular topology of the solute. In particular, these enti-
ties have been inserted at the centroid positions of the molecular
orbitals related to the lone pairs of the oxygen atoms, the es-
sential characteristics of which were determined through use of
Boys method60 with the resulting geometrical features allowing
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for the permanent electric-dipole moment of R-GME to remain
essentially unchanged. Our implementation of virtual sites yields
a much more chemically accurate description of hydrogen bond-
ing among solute and solvent molecules by enabling the correct
directionality for key O · · ·H–O binding motifs to be incorporated
from the onset. Indeed, similar approaches have been shown to
improve the results of MD simulations systematically in the case
of hydrogen-bonding media,61,62 although the use of such vir-
tual sites within a polarizable QM/MM theoretical framework re-
mains largely unexplored. It should be remarked that virtual sites
are not of fundamental nature, and that the solute-solvent inter-
actions responsible for the directionality of hydrogen bonds can
indeed originate from fundamentally quantum-mechanical inter-
actions, which cannot be fully captured using a classical model.
In this regard, virtual sites constitute an attempt to sample the
correct solute-solvent conformational space without resorting to
computationally prohibitive quantum dynamics simulations.
In order to accurately parametrize the force field (FF) needed
to describe large-amplitude torsional degrees of freedom, a set of
48 and 24 relaxed R-GME structures were computed about the
θ and φ dihedral angles, respectively. The results of this proce-
dure are summarized in Fig. 6, where good agreement is realized
between the emerging FF predictions and the DFT reference cal-
culations. A cut of the PES along the θ coordinate exhibits a
global minimum-energy configuration at θ ≈−90◦, which is sep-
arated by a substantial barrier of nearly 25 kJ/mol from another
metastable geometry at θ ≈ 45◦. A third low-lying conformation
is found in the vicinity of θ ≈ 180◦. The analogous section of the
PES taken along φ is quasi-symmetric about the point φ = 0 with
the minimum-energy structure at φ ≈ 180◦, which maximizes dis-
placement of the side-chain methyl group from the epoxide ring,
being isolated by barriers of nearly 10 kJ/mol from higher-energy
forms located at φ ≈±80◦ (cf. Fig. 3).
Fig. 6 Force Field Description. The molecular force field (FF; solid
red curve) for aqueous R-GME, as deduced by implementing a fitting
procedure with the Joyce program, is compared with the results of re-
laxed quantum-mechanical calculations (QM; discrete black symbols)
performed at the B3LYP/6-311G(d)/C-PCM level of theory. The two pan-
els highlight the torsional potentials obtain by separately varying the
large-amplitude dihedral angles θ (on the left) and φ (on the right).
A 50 ns molecular-dynamics trajectory (NV T ensemble) was
performed for a system composed of a lone R-GME solute and
roughly 2800 water molecules, the latter being described by the
TIP3P model.63 A total of 8000 snapshots were extracted from
the last 40 ns of the MD simulation (one snapshot every 5 ps),
with initial analyses of these results focusing on the specificity
of intermolecular interactions. As shown in Fig. 7, quantita-
tive information regarding the nature of hydrogen-bond (HB)
formation can deduced from the radial distribution functions,
g(r), evaluated between the oxygen atoms of water and the
O1 (epoxide)/O2 (side-chain) atoms of R-GME (cf. Fig. 3 for num-
bering scheme).
Fig. 7 Vestiges of Solvation-Shell Structure. Radial distribution func-
tions, g(r), resulting from MD trajectories of aqueous R-GME that include
virtual sites (MD2) are depicted as a function of the distance, r, between
oxygen atoms. Two computed profiles are shown, highlighting displace-
ments between either O1 (continuous blue curve) or O2 (dashed green
curve) of the chiral solute molecule and the oxygen center of the water
solvent.
Even a cursory inspection of the depicted g(r) profiles reveals
several key differences that reflect the subtle nature of solute-
solvent coupling. The O1 −OH2O distribution shows an intense
peak of 1.25 height at 0.26 nm, clearly suggesting the presence
of strong hydrogen bonding. The coordination number of 2.03
computed for the first minimum of this g(r) curve indicates that
the heterocyclic oxygen couples, on average, with two water
molecules. Solvent-mediated interactions appear to be weaker in
the case of O2, where a coordination number of 1.4 has been de-
termined for the first hydration shell. Such disparities might stem
from differential accessibility of the two R-GME oxygen centers.
Whereas O1, with virtual sites jutting out from the epoxide ring,
can be approached readily by water, both the mobility of the side-
chain and the bulk of the nearby methylene/methyl groups may
introduce steric hindrance about the analogous acceptor sites of
O2. The second hydration shell for O2 appears to be somewhat
more pronounced than that of O1, as documented by the corre-
sponding g(r) amplitudes of 1.32 and 1.21, respectively.
The hydrogen-bonding network of aqueous R-GME was exam-
ined further by counting the effective number of non-covalent
linkages as a function of time. Here, a simple geometric crite-
rion was adopted whereby each OR-GME −OH2O interaction was
defined as being a hydrogen bond if (i) the computed distance
between the two atoms was less than 0.35 nm, and (ii) the com-
puted ∠HH2OOH2OOR-GME angle was less than or equal to 30
◦.
Each frame extracted from the final 5 ns of the MD trajectory has
been considered for this analysis.
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Fig. 8 Extent of Hydrogen Bonding. The effective number of hydrogen
bonds formed to the O1 (left panel) and O2 (right panel) oxygen atoms
of the aqueous R-GME solute are depicted in the form of histograms, as
computed from the final 5 ns of the MD simulation including virtual sites
(MD2).
The resulting histograms for the computed number of hydro-
gen bonds are illustrated in Fig. 8 and essentially confirm the
insights deduced from the g(r) radial-distribution profiles. Most
of the inspected configurations reveal two non-covalent linkages
adjoining O1, while nearly 70% of them display a solitary hydro-
gen bond involving O2. It is worth noticing that a non-negligible
number of frames suggest three-fold coupling to O1, thereby cor-
roborating the predominant role that this epoxide oxygen center
plays for interactions with the solvent residues.
A more comprehensive analysis of hydrogen-bonding motifs
can be found in the spatial distribution functions (SDFs) reported
in Fig. 9, which highlight findings obtained from tandem MD
simulations performed without (MD1) and with (MD2) the pres-
ence of virtual sites (VSs) on the solute oxygen atoms. Such
three-dimensional maps show the regions of space where solvent
molecules congregate, thereby affording insights into the differ-
ences that exist among intermolecular binding patterns. Given
that R-GME explores numerous configurations during an MD tra-
jectory, these figures were generated by considering the solvent
positions about O1 or O2 relative to the plane formed by this refer-
ence oxygen atom and the two adjoining (bonded) carbons, with
the emerging SDF being superimposed on a representative solute
geometry. While significant disparities do not exist between the
MD1 and MD2 treatments for O2, marked variations can be seen
in the analogous O1 results. More specifically, the absence of VS
interactions (MD1) for O1 tends to produce crown-like layers of
high probability above this lone center of the epoxide ring. The
incorporation of O1 virtual sites (MD2) alters this scenario to yield
two distinct areas of solvent occupation, the disposition of which
reflects the sp3 hybridization of the solute oxygen atom and the
expected directionality of attendant hydrogen bonds. Such con-
trasting behavior can be expected to influence computed chirop-
tical properties (vide infra).
Theoretical analyses of dispersive optical activity for aqueous
R-GME utilized a series of 8000 solute-solvent configurations
emerging from the aforementioned MD trajectories. For each re-
sulting “snapshot,” a sphere of 12 Å radius fixed about the geo-
metrical center of the solute was extracted and the wavelength-
(a) O1 (MD1)
(b) O2 (MD1)
(c) O1 (MD2) (d) O2 (MD2)
Fig. 9 Spatial Distribution Functions. Probability density maps are
shown for the water solvent molecules closest to the oxygen atoms of
the R-GME solute. These results stem from the MD1 (top row) and MD2
(bottom row) simulations, with the probability distributions for aqueous
oxygen and hydrogen centers being color coded in red and white, re-
spectively.
resolved SOR was calculated through use of the polarizable
QM/FQ scheme by exploiting the SPC FQ parameters given by
Rick et al.32 Simulations were performed both without (MD1)
and with (MD2) virtual sites on the solute oxygen atoms and
the configuration-averaged chiroptical response at each discrete
wavelength was evaluated through use of four different DFT func-
tionals. Figure 10 presents a comparison between the predicted
ORD curves for aqueous R-GME and their experimental counter-
part.
For both sets of MD simulations (MD1 and MD2) shown Fig.
10, the placement of ORD curves generated by the various DFT
functionals are in the same relative order, such that B3LYP and
M06-2X respectively predict the highest and lowest rotatory pow-
ers at any given wavelength. More importantly, significant dis-
parities clearly exist between the MD1 and MD2 results, with the
former uniformly underestimating experimental measurements
while the latter consistently overestimates them. The incongruity
between these models can be attributed to two primary effects,
one pertaining to the the solute and the other related to the at-
tendant solvation shell. The presence of virtual sites on oxygen
centers clearly influences the types of interactions that can take
place between the solute and solvent molecules. This can produce
different conformational distributions for R-GME that, as demon-
strated by the QM/PCM findings of the previous section, can alter
the magnitude and/or sign of the ensemble-averaged chiroptical
response markedly. However, even if relative conformer popu-
lations were unaffected, the arrangement of solvent molecules
around the solute can be modified significantly by virtual sites,
thus leading to pronounced changes in observed properties. The
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veracity of the latter claim is supported by the SDF maps of Fig. 9,
which highlight the differential localization of solvent molecules
obtained from the MD1 and MD2 treatments.
To better understand the distinction between the two effects
outlined above, Fig. 11 depicts the sodium D-line optical ac-
tivity computed for individual solute-solvent “snapshots” at the
B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory, with the color-coded SOR for
each configuration being plotted as a function of large-amplitude
dihedral angles θ and φ . Panel 11a, obtained without virtual sites
on solute oxygen centers (MD1), reveals an occupied area of the
conformational landscape proximate to (θ ,φ)≈ (−60◦,−90◦) that
exhibits strongly negative rotatory powers. This behavior can be
ascribed to conformer VII of R-GME, which, as depicted graphi-
cally in Fig. 12, gives the lowest (most negative) SOR parame-
ters found during 589.3 nm QM/PCM calculations. In contrast,
a region of strongly positive rotatory powers exists between the
torsional coordinates attributed to species IV and II. This span of
(θ ,φ) values, which does not correspond to a stable structural
isomer in the QM/PCM treatment, only is sampled significantly
in the MD2 simulation (with virtual sites) of Panel 11b; however,
such behavior does not lead to a concomitant increase in the av-
erage magnitude of SOR because MD1 analyses consistently yield
larger absolute results than their MD2 counterparts. The por-
tions of conformational space explored by the two MD trajecto-
ries present many disparities and there is no single domain that
can be blamed exclusively for the pronounced differences in pre-
dicted chiroptical response. Indeed, a thorough inspection of the
maps in Fig. 11 shows that many neighboring (θ ,φ) points pos-
sess vastly different rotatory powers. This phenomenon stems
entirely from the diverse nature of the accompanying solvent con-
figurations, as explored previously for the related case of methy-
loxirane.20 Because the number of overlapping markers in Fig.
11 may make this conclusion difficult to appreciate, a video high-
lighting their successive appearance (in order of configurations
extracted from the MD2 trajectory) has been relegated to the
ESI†.
The results emerging from our MD simulations of aqueous R-
GME unequivocally demonstrate that dispersive optical activity
is inherently a dynamical quantity. Especially in cases of con-
spicuous conformational flexibility, theoretical treatments based
on distinct energy minima do not afford a realistic physical de-
scription of the solvated species, even when corrections for small-
amplitude vibrational displacement have been included. Further-
more, the strong dependence of SOR on the precise nature of
intermolecular interactions suggests that an accurate modeling
of the composite solute-solvent system is essential (e.g., even for
configurations supporting nearly identical geometries of the so-
lute molecule), with conventional continuum models potentially
failing to provide the level of detail needed to reliably character-
ize this property.
While one might argue that the ORD curves in figure 10b
are quite similar to those in figure 5, such observations can-
not be taken as evidence that discrete and continuum models
are interchangeable. Indeed, dynamical processes enable the so-
lute molecule to explore a much broader structural landscape
than that associated with isolated isomeric forms, with each re-
gion of conformational space contributing uniquely to the overall
(ensemble-averaged) chiroptical response in a manner that can
deviate significantly from corresponding QM/PCM results. As has
been shown for very similar systems,20 QM/FQ and QM/PCM
calculations may yield dramatically different predictions. Thus,
it appears to be fortuitous (viz. an exception rather than a
rule) that the combined changes in conformational dynamics and
electronic-response properties afforded by the QM/FQ method
produces only small alterations in computed ORD profiles for
aqueous R-GME relative to the QM/PCM scheme.






































































Fig. 10 QM/FQ Simulations of Optical Activity. The experimental ORD
profile for aqueous R-GME is contrasted with QM/FQ predictions of chi-
roptical response as obtained through the use of four different density
functionals for linear-response calculations. The two panels illustrate the
influence of excluding (top) and including (bottom) virtual sites on the
oxygen atoms of the chiral solute.
3 Conclusions
This study has exploited theoretical calculations and experimen-
tal measurements to unravel the complex relationships that ex-
ist between the dispersive optical activity of a conformationally
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(a) Without Virtual Sites on Oxygen Centers (MD1)

















(b) With Virtual Sites on Oxygen Centers (MD2)

















Fig. 11 Configurational Dependence of Optical Activity. The sodium
D-line (589.3 nm) rotatory powers predicted for individual solute-solvent
configurations emerging from MD simulations of aqueous R-GME are de-
picted by discrete markers that are color coded according to the optical-
rotation scale in the legend. These results follow from QM/FQ calcula-
tions implemented through use of the B3LYP density functional. The two
panels illustrate the influence of excluding (top) and including (bottom)
virtual sites on the oxygen atoms of the chiral solute, leading to aver-
age SOR parameters of −32 and −7 deg dm−1(g/mL)−1, respectively, as
compared to the experimental value of −17 deg dm−1 (g/mL)−1.























Fig. 12 Conformational Landscape for Optical Activity. Predictions of
sodium D-line (589.3 nm) rotatory powers obtained at the B3LYP/aug-cc-
pVDZ/PCM level of theory are depicted for individual low-lying conform-
ers of aqueous R-GME. For each structural isomer, a circle color-coded
according to optical-rotation value (see legend) has been centered at
the optimized values of θ and φ dihedral coordinates with its area be-
ing proportional to the computed QM/PCM Boltzmann population frac-
tion at T = 298K. The corresponding conformer-averaged SOR param-
eter of −24 deg dm−1(g/mL)−1 must be compared to the experimentally
measured result of −17 deg dm−1(g/mL)−1.
flexible chiral molecule, (R)-glycidyl methyl ether (R-GME), and
the pervasive interactions sustained from a surrounding environ-
ment of liquid water. For the targeted system, our efforts have
revealed that the traditional conformer-averaging ansatz, which
relies on the presumption of independent and isolated structural
isomers “solvated” by means of implicit continuum models, is in-
adequate for the quantitative description of circular-birefringence
(CB) phenomena. A refined approach to treat solute-solvent cou-
pling, the mixed quantum-classical polarizable QM/MM scheme
based on fluctuating charges (FQs),20,21 was enlisted to predict
the wavelength dependence of specific optical rotation (SOR) for
aqueous R-GME and to elucidate the provenance of observed chi-
roptical signals.
Of paramount importance to the present work has been the
structural and electronic effects incurred by an aqueous medium,
with particular emphasis directed towards the marked influence
that microsolvation can exert on conformational dynamics and re-
sponse properties. The emerging results highlight how seemingly
minor details of the computational protocol, such as the presence
or absence of virtual sites on solute oxygen atoms, can have enor-
mous repercussions for predicted chiroptical behavior, despite the
fact that the utilized QM/FQ approach still considers the encom-
passing solvent as a perturbation acting on the chiral solute (viz.,
only the latter is treated quantum mechanical and thus is respon-
sible for generating the molecular response). This also helps to
explain why continuum treatments may be inappropriate for de-
scribing the SOR of aqueous systems that can form strong hy-
drogen bonds. In particular, the PCM and kindred models are
unable to account for the directionality of intermolecular interac-
tions – a crucial feature that is recovered in the atomistic QM/FQ
10 | 1–12Journal Name, [year], [vol.],
paradigm. However, even in the case of MD simulations, the in-
trinsic specificity of hydrogen-bond linkages cannot be realized
without the incorporation of virtual sites that have been shown
to dramatically alter conformational distributions and chiroptical
signatures. Indeed, the pronounced variations in the magnitude
and sign of computed rotatory powers for R-GME as the configu-
ration of the surrounding water evolves in space and time high-
lights how observed macroscopic phenomena arise from a com-
plex amalgamation of contributions made by vastly different mi-
croscopic species.
The present results show that much work remains to be done
before an accurate and transferable computational model for
the ORD of flexible molecules in aqueous solution can be real-
ized. While approximate methods like those relying on contin-
uum models of solvation may give predictions in reasonable ac-
cord with experimental measurements for some systems, this ob-
servation might stem from a fortuitous cancellation of errors aris-
ing from an unbalanced description for the solute conformational
landscape and the hydrogen-bonding patterns formed with sur-
rounding solvent. Particular care must be taken in such cases,
with specific analyses being performed to examine critical aspects
of solute-solvent coupling and to verify the key assumptions un-
derlying more simplistic treatments.
Finally, it must be emphasized that the conclusions reached
from the present investigations of optical activity do not nec-
essarily carry over to the modeling of other quantities. Dis-
persive chiroptical signatures appear to be exceptionally sensi-
tive to the instantaneous configurations of both solute and sol-
vent molecules, as reflected by their strong dependence on sub-
tle characteristics of the microsolvation environment. Because
SOR stems from a highly non-localized electronic response prop-
erty that is not easily separated into contributions arising from
different portions of the system, its accurate prediction for sol-
vated species is especially challenging and definitive answers re-
garding the physical origins of such phenomena have proven elu-
sive. Further work clearly is needed to identify and characterize
the dominant paradigms that govern solvation processes in di-
verse surroundings, including non-polar media for which the in-
clusion of electrostatic interactions alone may not be sufficient.
Recent progress in the realistic theoretical description of such
non-electrostatic effects has been reported for the energetics of
solute-solvent coupling,64 though formal extension to the realm
of molecular-response functions still is under development.
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